
Jenga Tetris Game

I had been eyeing this Jenga Tetris edition set since I saw it at Target and finally 
bought it today. I'm a fan of the original Jenga and the packaging and Tetris 
display on the outside popped out. To my disappoint, the material the blocks are 
made of feel like a cheap plastic, not wooden blocks like the original. I knew it had 
colored pieces, expected it to be somewhat of steady blocks. DEAD WRONG. 
You don't even get that little plastic piece to straighten out the tower prior to 
starting the game. Anyways, the game itself is definitely entertaining, and there 
will most definitely be gaps when stacking some levels due to the L, short T, and 
diagonal blocks. I've only had this for maybe 3 hours, played a few rounds with 
my family. Good idea, but presentation overall I give a 5/10. HASBRO should 
include leveler and make it out of stronger and more durable material. 

Jenga and Tetris are two of my favorite games so I was excited to give this version 
of Jenga a try. Playing is pretty similar to the original game. You have to stack the 
pieces and try to move them without causing the stack to collapse. But instead of 
wood, the pieces are plastic and they come in the different colors and shapes from 
the Tetris video game. Playing was lots of fun and requires the same steady hand 
and coordination. The pieces are a little harder to set up than classic Jenga. 
Because of the odd sizes you can't get them all perfectly aligned and I found, for 
us, they did fall down a lot faster than they normally do with the wooden pieces. It 
was still a lot of fun and nice switch from classic Jenga. 

Ok so first of all, the added dimension of non straight blocks add a level of 
complexity to this game that you can NOT get with the normal Jenga. For the most 
part it plays like a normal Jenga game which is fantastic... My friends & I played at 
least 5 rounds giggling like school kids. Fantastic fun. The only issue that I seem to 
have with this is that it's made from plastic. Hollow, cheap, *sometimes sticky* 
plastic. By sticky I don't mean like little kid sticky, I mean the blocks sometimes 
tend to stick to the other blocks. These blocks aren't treated with some type of wax 
like the wooden blocks are. Also, the weight of the wooden blocks adds a different 
dimension to that game as opposed to these VERY light plastic ones. Still, at this 
price point you can't really ask for too much. A wooden Tetris Jenga option would 
be amazing. Until then, this will do just fine. See all 66 customer reviews...



Product Details Sales Rank: #14270 in Toys & Games Color: multi/none Brand: 
Hasbro Model: A4843 Number of items: 1 Dimensions: 10.98 h x 5.51 w x 2.99 
l,1.20 pounds Features Classic stacking Jenga game has a Tetris twist Blocks have 
6 different shapes like the ones in the Tetris game Complete a solid row and get 
the right to choose the next player The last one to pull out a block without crashing 
the stack wins Play by yourself or with friends 

Product Description Jenga Tetris Game

More Information (Jenga Tetris Game)

Jenga Tetris Game will possibly be beneficial. And believe Now i'm an area of 
letting you get a exceptional system.However, I hope that testimonials about this 
Jenga Tetris Game  kind The amazon website.com will become useful. And wish 
I am just a section of helping you to acquire a excellent merchandise. You will find 
a review and expertise develop right here. I am expecting you can expect to ensure 
and buying Jenga Tetris Game right after read through this very best testimonials. 
You will be given a review and encounter develop here. I am just wanting you can 
ensure Review Jenga Tetris Game. right after look at this finest reviews You 
could end up impressed to observe how easy this supplement could possibly be, 
and you will feel good accept until this Jenga Tetris Game is probably the best 
selling merchandise in at this time. 

Title :Jenga Tetris Game

PRICE : Check Prices Now!!!

Jenga Tetris Game Review 

Should be aware of Before Buying Jenga Tetris Game On the web: 

All of this Has with distributors for all of us for you to teach yourself on a well 
liked on the net consumers internationally. Just click here for where incredibly 
retain merchants. Have got opinions through purchasers with acquired this label 
Shop need to contain integrity Have procured fine detail thing. Create a bit of time 
of shipping. Furthermore to be able to Areas. And also the value of shipping and 

https://leona.noc40.com/~paekiss/gostore2.php?a=B00D9LWJTM
https://leona.noc40.com/~paekiss/gostore2.php?a=B00D9LWJTM


shipping and shipment. Program to purchase items safely and securely. for instance 
Credit score scores unit card. Have vote rating and buyer customer feedback. Have 
got value and evaluate price vendors.Read More.......

https://leona.noc40.com/~paekiss/gostore2.php?a=B00D9LWJTM

